CAPTIVES FORUM
Taking control
through sophisticated
risk financing

08.30 - 09.30

Registration, Breakfast
and Networking
Sponsored by WE ARE GUERNSEY and
The Guernsey International Insurance Association (GIIA)

09.30 - 09.35

Welcome and Today’s Programme
Room: PR2 & 3
Richard Cutcher
Captive Ambassador
Airmic

09.35 – 10.25

Keynote: New Captive Owner Panel
Room: PR2 & 3
Hear from three risk managers who are in the process of forming a new captive or have recently set one
up. The panel will discuss feasibility studies, rationale and choosing a domicile.

MODERATOR

Richard Cutcher
Captive Ambassador
Airmic

Marcus Reichel
Head of Insurance
Knauf

CPD hours available

Claim 5.5 CPD hours for
attending this event

Alison Tamm
Global Risk Director
Control Risks

10.30 - 12.00
11.35 - 12.00

A Breakout Sessions
A1. Roundtable: Captive SIG meeting: Embracing insuretech

Adrien Collovray

Part 1c: How to choose a
captive domicile

Head of Captive Advisory –
Europe and International
Willis Towers Watson

Room: PR2 & 3

Room: PR1
Members of Airmic’s Captive Special Interest Group will meet to discuss the opportunities
for captives to embrace insuretech initiatives and collaborate with insuretech projects.

When forming a captive, corporates have
an ever-increasing selection of domiciles to
choose from. This session will explain why
different domiciles are suitable in different
scenarios and the factors that need to be
assessed.

A2. Captive Boot Camp - part 1
The Captive Boot Camp presentations will cover the key aspects of forming and managing a captive,
while the roundtable sessions will facilitate advanced dialogue to support risk managers squeeze ever
more value from their existing captives. Delegates will also hear recent experiences from new captive
owners, and stories from advanced captive users.

Part 1a:
Why do companies form
captives?

Part 1b:
The role of the captive
manager

Global Programmes
and Captives Regional Director
AXA XL, a division of AXA

Room: PR2 & 3
Patrick Tiernan

Charlotte Proctor
Client Service Director
Aon

Adele Gale
Head of ILS
Robus

Room: PR2 & 3
Hear why dedicated captive managers
are appointed to manage the day-to-day
operations of a captive and the extent of
their role and responsibilities.

Exclusive Update on the Lloyd’s
Captive Syndicate Project

Owen Williams

Room: PR2 & 3
A presentation outlining the various reasons
companies decide to form captives and their
use in different programme structures.

12.00 - 12.30

Chief of Markets
Lloyd’s of London

12.30 - 13.30

Networking Lunch
Sponsored by AXA XL

Richard Paris-Smith
Client Service Leader
SRS

For the past two years, Lloyd’s of London has been exploring the possibility
of licensing captive-type structures within the Lloyd’s market. Patrick Tiernan
will provide an exclusive update on the latest developments of these plans.

B4. Captive Boot Camp - part 2

13.30 - 14.15

B Breakout Sessions
B1. Roundtable: Maximising your employee
benefits programme

The Captive Boot Camp presentations will cover the key aspects of forming and managing a captive,
while the roundtable sessions will facilitate advanced dialogue to support risk managers squeeze ever
more value from their existing captives. Delegates will also hear recent experiences from new captive
owners, and stories from advanced captive users.

Part 2a: Captives in international programmes

Room: SDR

Room: PR2 & 3

Emma Sansom

Find out how a captive-backed employee benefits programme can be optimised to deliver maximum
value to your company and colleagues.

Captives are a common feature in
international programmes, often playing
a central role and offering further options
for programme structure and participation.
This presentation will run through the basics
of the role captives play in international
programmes.

Head of Captive Services UK
Zurich

Mark Cook

Nicola Fordham

Senior Director
Willis Towers Watson

Head of Underwriting
MAXIS GBN

B2. Roundtable: To write or not to write D&O
Room: PR1
The hard market has prompted a wide-ranging debate concerning the insurance of D&O through a
captive, with recent legislation in Delaware permitting a corporate to even self-indemnify some Side A
exposure. This roundtable will debate the latest trends and strategies.

Part 2b: Captive governance
– How, where and who makes
the decisions?
Room: PR2 & 3

Lorraine Stack
International Advisory and Sales
Leader
Marsh Captive Solutions

Stephanie Pestorich
Manson
Managing Director, Head of
Management Liability,
FINPRO, UK
Marsh

B3. Roundtable: What does good captive data look like?
Room: MR6
As captives expand into new lines and take on greater retentions, risk managers should demand data to
better understand their insurance programmes and capital efficiency. This roundtable will discuss how
better data collection and insight can be achieved.

Tom Barrett

David Hayden-Case

Complex Account Manager
Swiss Re Corporate Solutions

International Programmes
Development Manager
Swiss Re Corporate Solutions

Good corporate governance is of increasing
importance to captives and can be
complex when owning a captive in a foreign
jurisdiction. This session will discuss what
is expected of a captive’s board and who is
ultimately making the decisions.

Peter Child
CEO
SRS Europe

14.20 - 14.50

Keynote: The mature captive owner perspective
Room: PR2 & 3
Hear from experienced risk managers about their own captive utilisation, strategy and how their captive
has evolved over time to meet the changing needs of the parent organisation.

Alison Quinlivan

Robert Geraghty

Head of International Insurance & Captives
Google

Senior Vice President,
International Sales Leader
Marsh Captive Solutions

C2. Roundtable: Maximising reinsurance and
structured solutions
Room: PR1
Multi-line, sophisticated captives should constantly review their capitalisation and reinsurance
arrangements, with alternative and structured solutions becoming an increasingly popular option. This
roundtable will discuss the mechanics of structured solutions and making the most of the reinsurance
markets.

Marc Bentley

Neil Campbell

David Hully

Consultant
Strategic Risk Solutions

Market Manager & Senior Key
Account Manager
Allianz Global Corporate &
Specialty

Business Reputation & Responsibility
– Director Risk Finance
IHG Hotels & Resorts

14.50 - 15.05

C3. Roundtable: Streamlining claims management

Coffee and Refreshments

Room: MR6
Getting control of claims is an important aspect to get right for effective captive insurance companies
and provides the opportunity for greater analysis and insight into claims activity. This roundtable will
discuss how to achieve claims efficiency.

Sponsored by Willis Towers Watson

15.05 - 15.45

C Breakout Sessions

James Rayner

C1. Roundtable: Providing capacity and coverage for
cyber risk
Room: SDR
As with D&O, the market for cyber insurance has been challenging for corporates and, as such, there
has been increased captive participation. This roundtable will allow captive owners to debate how the
captive can be used in cyber programmes.

Charles Winter

Helen Chapman

Head of Risk Finance & Operations
- Global Risk Consulting
Commercial Risk Solutions
Aon

Head of Coverage, Transaction
and Cyber Solutions
Aon

Sophie Farhane
Senior Referral Underwriter
- Cyber Local Risk & Financial Lines
HDI Global SE

Global Relationship Leader
Crawford & Company

16.30 - 17.30

C4. Captive Boot Camp - part 3
The Captive Boot Camp presentations will cover the key aspects of forming and managing a captive,
while the roundtable sessions will facilitate advanced dialogue to support risk managers squeeze ever
more value from their existing captives. Delegates will also hear recent experiences from new captive
owners, and stories from advanced captive users.

Part: 3: IPT and what other
taxes do captives pay?
Room: PR2 & 3
Operating a captive insurance company
brings multiple tax considerations and
obligations, including the management of
IPT compliance. This session will outline
what taxes captives pay, who is responsible
for the administration and the importance of
understanding transfer pricing rules.

Networking Reception
Sponsored by WE ARE GUERNSEY and
The Guernsey International Insurance Association (GIIA)

Jo Finbow
IPT Assurance Director
TMF Group

You can claim 5.5 CPD hours for attending this event.

CPD hours available

Jenny Coletta
Partner, Insurance International
Tax Services
EY

Floorplan
SDR

15.50 – 16.30

Closing Panel: The Future of Captive Insurance
Room: PR2 & 3

ENTRANCE

CATERING

Cloakroom

This panel will debate where captive insurance goes next, whether its increasing role seen in the past
two years is here to stay and how captives will stay relevant as risk a financing strategy.

Elke Vagenende

Julia Graham

Global Head of Multinational
AIG

CEO
Airmic

Barry Beard

Ciaran Healy

Director of European Global
Services & Complex Multinational
Chubb

Director of Client Solutions
- EMEA
Aon Captive & Insurance
Managers

PR3
PR2
MR6

PR1

